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INTRODUCTION* 

This paper is concerned with the solution of the ini¬ 

tial value problem of systems of first order hyperbolic 

differential equations for functions of two independent 

variables by finite differences. The question of the 

numerical computation of solutions of hyperbolic equations 

has attracted considerable attention among workers in the 

field of gas dynamics, in which hyperbolic differential 

equations play a prominent role [3 V*. 
Hyperbolic partial differential equations and hyper¬ 

bolic systems of partial differential equations for func¬ 

tions of two independent variables have been treated by 

various authors. The history of the subject begins with 

B, Riemann’s [22 ] method for integrating linear hyperbolic 

differential equations of second order, Hurwitz 0-^- Ifol- 

loxtfed with a paper on systems consisting of two linear 

equations for two unknown functions. Later, great progress 

was made by E. Picard fell 0. Perron 6-8], and Hans Lewy U7l 

who obtained the solution of the general nonlinear hyperbolic 

* The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor 
Jim Douglas, Jr. for the many hours he has spent in helping 
the author develop the subject of this paper* His patience, 
understanding, encouragement, and guidance are deeply appre¬ 
ciated. 

The numbers in brackets refer to the references listed 
at the end of this paper. 
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differential equation of second order for one unknown 

function through reduction of the differential equation 

to a system of equations in characteristic form. This 

same procedure is amenable to treatment by finite 

differences. 

K. 0, Friedrichs 132] has revised Friedrichs and Lewy*s 

paper [13 ] and has very carefully proven existences unique¬ 

ness, and differentiability for a hyperbolic system of 

nonlinear equations in any number of dependent variables. 

M, Cinquini-Cibrarlo [2] , following the original 

Friedrichs and Lewy paper, has presented another proof 

for this problem. However, J* Schauder [2I4. ] had previously 

successfully attacked this problem* Also, theorems on the 

unique existence of solutions for hyperbolic differential 

equations for functions of several variables have been 

proved by Schauder [ 23}, Frankl [33. ], Petrovsky [20 ], Chris- 

tianovitch [ lj, and Lednev [16], whose theorems can be 

specialized to the case of two independent variables. 

Friedrichs*s treatment C 1*1 of this problem is in 

several respects related to that of Perron [38], who proved 

existence and uniqueness theorems for linear and semi-linear 

hyperbolic equations, but whose assumptions are not weak 

enough to make the transition from linear to quasi-linear 

equations possible, K. 0. Friedrichs achieved a significant 



weakening of the hypotheses under which it can he asserted 

that a hyperbolic system of quasi-linear equations 

n 

(l) ZZ. (a^uj + b^-ta*) = c3, j = 1,», * ,n, 

where = a^-^(x,y,u^), b^j = b^CxjyjU3-)* cJ = cJ(x,y,u^), 

possesses a unique solution which assumes given initial 

values on the x-asis, He showed, specifically, that it is 

sufficient to require that the prescribed initial functions 

u^(x) have continuous second derivatives and the coeffi¬ 

cients aij, bij, c3 continuous second partial derivatives 

with respect to x,y,u^,...,un, He proceeded first to 

develop existence theorems and sharp estimates for solutions 

of linear equations* This study of linear equations was 

based on integration along characteristic curves and re¬ 

quired the diagonalization of the coefficient matrices 

(a^-j), (b^-3) through linear recombination of the equations 

and linear transformation, in general, with variable coef¬ 

ficients, of the unknown functions. Then, Friedrichs 

develops his theory for quasi-linear hyperbolic equations 

by using the theorems he has developed for linear hyper¬ 

bolic equations for a Picard iteration process* Friedrichs 

further states that by requiring the coefficients a^J, b-M, 

c^ and the initial u^(x) to possess continuous third 
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derivatives, then u^(x,y) possesses continuous third deriv¬ 

atives, 

Courant and Lax [6 ] attacked quasi-linear equations 

directly also using integration along characteristic curves 

and diagonalized coefficient matrices. By requiring slight¬ 

ly stronger assumptions than Friedrichs, they were able to 

give an account of existence and related theorems* Their 

method seems extremely simple and is based on the properties 

of characteristics which can be used in a numerical treat¬ 

ment* Although their paper proves existence only for a 

domain of dependence in the small, Lax [IS] has extended 

the existence into a larger domain, 

A* Douglis [10] has shown the existence of a solution 

of a hyperbolic system of quasi-linear equations under 

somevahat weaker conditions, namely, that the first deriva¬ 

tives of coefficients and initial functions *jith respect 

to all arguments be continuous, 

Courant> Isaacson, and Rees [s] presented a paper on 

the solution of nonlinear hyperbolic differential equations 

by finite differences. This paper is modeled after [ 5> ], 

but has incorporated the suggestions of Jim Douglas, Jr, 

in simplifying the convergence proof given in LSI. As 

in [ £ ], two finite difference schemes are considered in 

detail and it is shown that a rather flexible finite dif- 
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ference scheme provides an approximate numerical solution 

accurate within an error of the same order of magnitude 

as the mesh width of the net. As the method of charac¬ 

teristics plays an important role in this analysis and 

many of the foregoing references, a chapter has been de¬ 

voted to a discussion of these methods. 



CHARACTERISTICS 

The key to the general theory of systems of first 

order quasi-linear partial differential equations of the 

form 

(1) AijuJ + Bijui = Cj, j = l,..,,n, 

in which 3 , B^j, and Cj are functions of the n + 2 vari¬ 

ables (x,y,u*(x,y)) is to distinguish between elliptic and 

hyperbolic equations and for the latter, which is the ob¬ 

ject of this paper, to introduce the notion of character¬ 

istics [3,1[.,16] , 

The idea of characteristics emerges naturally from 

the following considerations: 

A linear combination aux + bUy of the two derivatives 

of a function u(x,y) means the derivative of u in a direc¬ 

tion dx:dy a a:b. If x(r), y(®*) represent a ciuhre with 

the ratio x^sy^. = ox/dr:dy/d$- = a:b, then 

aUX > b^y 
^a^ + b2 

is a derivative of u along this curve. Consider u(x,y). 

Then the total differential of u(x,y) is 

du = ^dx -V* Uydy 



Therefore, let us now consider as an 

example of (l) for the case n *» 1: 

Or)) 

UX + auJ a f* 

Thus, 
CL 

ux + auy _ f 

jl + a2 )1 + 1 

However, this can be xfritten as Figure 1, 

cos oL ux + sin o( ux - 

or 

\iy + cot o( ux = f/a» 

Now, cot «< a dx/dy = l/a; so 

Uj + cot «( ux = Uy + dx/dy ux = du/dy » f/a. 

Therefore, we now have two ordinary differential equations 

{dx/dy a l/a(x,y) (characteristic equation) 
du/dy a f(x,y)/a(x,y). 

Consider now (l) for n a 2: 

(2) fLl = AlUX * ^ + ClVx + DlVy + E1 = ° 
IL2 = A2UX + B2uy + c2vx + D2vy + s2 “ °* 

Consider a specific solution u(x,y), v(x,y)j then the co¬ 

efficients in the differential equations (2) may be con¬ 

sidered as functions of x and y only. In each of the dif¬ 

ferential equations u and v are, generally speaking, dif¬ 

ferentiated in two different directions. Let 

L « 
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The object is to find and A2 
s0 that in L the deriva¬ 

tives of u and v are differentiated in the same direction. 

Such a direction is called characteristic. 

L 53 ^LA1% + ^oAv + AiGlvx + ALDI'V + 4* 

^2
A
2
U
X + ^2B2?y + ^2°2vx + ^2D2vy + ^2E2 

^ = (^1A1 + A2A2)UX 4 {^1% 4 A2B2)uy 4- (AiCi 4 A2C2)VX 

+ (AJDJ. 4 A2D2)vy 4 (A^ 4 A2s2) O 0. 

Suppose the direction is given by the ratio then 

the condition that, in L, u and v are differentiated in 

the same direction is 

(if.) AjAx -4 A2a2 . AjCj 4 A2C2 - fr - ♦ 

\
B
1 + A2B2 AXDI 4 AgD2 yr dy 

Multiplying L by x^ and using (I4.) 

x
r

L = (AxAx 4 A2A2)UXX(J_ 4 (AxAx 4 A2A2)uyy(r 4 

(AxCx 4 A2C2)VXV 4 (AxCx 4 A2c2>vyy<r + 

(5) (AxSx 4 A2E2)3Cv. 

= (Ax Ax 4 A2A2) (UZXT 4 Uyy^) 4 (AxCx 4 >2^2 )# 

4 Vyyo-) 4 (AIEX 4 A2E2)x(r, 

Since \xxxr + Uyy„. - u^, then 

(6) x^L s i\A1 4 A2A2)u(p. 4 (AjCx 4 A2C2)v<r 4 (^Ex 4 A2E2)x<r., 

Analogously, 

(7) y^L = (XiBx 4 A2B2)U 4 (X1D1 4 A2D2)v. 4 (A1E1 4 A2E2)y<r<. 
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If at the point (x,y) the functions u and v satisfy the 

differential equations (2), then four homogenous linear • 

equations for Ai and A2 
are obtained from (1|.), (6), and 

(7): 

^l(AlT<r - Bl-V) + ^2<A27f ~ B2xr) * °> 

Al^Yo- ~ + A2(C2y,. - 
D2*<r> '* 0, 

(Alu«r + G1V + Elx«-) + A2U2ur + 02vr + E2xr) = 0 

Al(B]Ur h D1v(J. + E^) +A2(B2U<>.+ TJ2v(r + 'E2y^) * 0 

If these equations are satisfied, all determinants of 

two rows in the matrix of the coefficients of Ai and A2 

vanish. Thus anumber of characteristic relations follow,. 

Prom the first two relations 

(Aqy^ - B^v) (A2y^ - B2X^) 

(G1J<r ~ D^) (C2yr - D2V) 
(9) S 0 

or 

(AlC2 - A2Ci)y2- [{BIC2 - B2CI). + (AID2 - A2Dx}] 

4" (BXD2- B2DX )X^ ® 0 

or 

(10) ay^ - 2bx^jr^ + cx2, = 0, 

where 

(11) a = [Ac], 2b s [BG] + [AD] , c = [BD] 

with the abbreviation [RS] = RqS2 - R2SI. 
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If ac - b2 > 0, then (10) cannot be satisfied by a 

real number for y^/x^.; hence, the characteristic direc¬ 

tions are imaginary in this case and the differential 

equations are called elliptic. The case where ac - b2 » o 

in which one characteristic direction exists through each 

point is not treated. If ac - b2 <. 0, there are two char¬ 

acteristic directions xrijT through each point and the 

system is called hyperbolic. 

Assume now the hyperbolic character of equations (2) 

and accordingly suppose 

(12) ac - b2 < 0, 

This assumption is required at every point tinder consid¬ 

eration; we can describe the character of these equations 

as being hyperbolic globally. 

This assumption excludes the exceptional case that 

all three coefficients vanish. Moreover, for convenience 

assume 

(13) as [AC] / 0. 

This latter condition can always be satisfied by intro¬ 

ducing new coordinates instead of x and y [3], Consequently, 

xr £ 0 for a characteristic direction (x^.,y<r) as seen from 

(9)5 therefore the slope 

(1 k) ^ ~ Tr
:x(r 

may be introduced. Substituting this relation into (10), 
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(15) 

the following quadratic equation in ^is obtained: 

a£2*2 _ 2b^jJTx<p + cx2 » 0, 

a^ 2 _ 2b + c = 0. 

This equation has two different real solutions 

and 

- ib2 - ac (16) b -t j b2— ac 

?♦' £- - a r a 

by (12). Consequently, the two characteristic directions 

are given by dy/dx = <^*+ and dy/dx = £*_ at the point (x,y). 

Since the roots ^ and are, generally speaking, func¬ 

tions of x, y, u, v, it should be noted that the hyperbolic 

character of the system (2) depends on the individual func¬ 

tions u(x,y), v(x,y) under consideration. 

Once a fixed solution of equations (2) is inserted, 

the equations dy/dx = ^+(x,y,u,v) and dy/dx = <T/x,y,u,v) 

are two separate ordinary differential equations of the 

first order which define two one-parametric families of 

characteristic curves or simply characteristics, 0 and 

C_ in the x,y-plane, belonging to the solution u(x,y), v(x,y). 

These two families may be represented in the form 

|Mx,y) * constant and °C(x,y) = constant, respectively, 

and form a curvilinear coordinate net. It is now natural 

to introduce new parameters instead of x,y in such a 

way that is constant along the curves C^ and <* is constant 
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along C_. To specify such characteristic parameters tahe, 

for example, any curve I: x = x(s), ysy(s) which nowhere 

has a characteristic direction, i*e., 

(17) ay§ - 2bysxs + cxf / 0 on I. 

Through any two points s = ’ and s » ^3 ' on I pass the 

curves C_ and C+ up to a point (x,y) xdiere they intersect. 

Such an intersection exists if 

W* ~p *1 is sufficiently small, 
since the directions of C. and 

X-K(i) 

C_ are different according to 

(16). The curvilinear coordi¬ 

nates ot,j3 of the point (x,y) are 

then characteristic parameters. Figure 2. 

Of course, instead of the parameters and p so 

introduced, one may introduce any monotone functions 

a V(«f) and a W(p) as characteristic parameters. 

Such a transformation leaves the equations of the charac¬ 

teristics invariant, and the curves themselves unchanged. 

In a domain in which characteristic parameters are 

introduced 

V* = along C + 

z along £_. 

Recall the original objective—to determine the factors 

(18) 
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Al, Ag in order to form the combined relation L = AqL^ +■ A2L2 

instead, the relation L » 0 may be obtained more elegantly 

by eliminating Aq, Ag from the first and third of equations 

(8). The result is 

AlJr - 
A2y<r - B2*r 

Alu<r + clV+Elx<r A2u®* + C
2
V
T* + E2x«r 

* 0; 

(19) = 0, 

or 

(AXA2 - 
A2Ai)yr^(r+ (

A
I
c2 - A2°i)y*-vo* + (AIe2 - A2EI )y(r

x
<r 

- (
B
1
A
2- 

B
2
A
I)V*.3V - (

B1c2 - B2cl)w • 

(BIE2 - B2S!)X2 * 0. 

Writing y^ - x^. and rearranging, 

( 
A1b2 “ A2Bl)u<r + tAl°2 “ A2ClJ J “ (Blc2 “ B2cl)]v 

+ [UlE2 - 
A2El)f - (

B1e2 - 22^1)]^ * 0, 

Let T = [AB], S = [BC], K = [AE] , and H = [BE], then 

(21) Tu^ -t (a ^ - B)v<j- + (&^ - Hjx^. = 0 along C . 

This relation holds if is identified with 

(P with aC and if ^ is identified with and <T with 

Thereby we obtain the following four characteristic 

equations: 

(22) ! y/» - f->" °- 
Tu^ + (a<j+- S)^ + (K^+- 

Tu 

H) »0, 

H) * Q, 



which held for every solution u(x,y), v(x,y) and refer to 

its characteristics C+ or C_, 

While so far a fixed solution u,v has been envisaged, 

the equations (22) no longer depend explicitly on this 

solution since all the coefficients are known functions 

of x, y, u, v. 

A slight but decisive change of interpretation is nox* 

introduced. The system (22) can and will be considered as 

a system of four partial differential equations for the 

four quantities x, y, u, v as functions of o( and ^ . 

Replacing the original system (2) by this characteristic 

system is the basis of the folloxdng theory. 

The differential equations (22) are of a particularly 

simple form inasmuch as each equation contains derivatives 

with respect to only one of the independent parameters; 

moreover, the coefficients do not depend on the independ¬ 

ent parameters. Such a system is called canonical 

hyperbolic M- 

According to this derivation, every solution of the 

original system (2) satisfies this characteristic system. 

Every solution of the characteristic system (22) satisfies 

the original system (2) provided the Jacobian J^y* - xflyw = 

(- ^+) 
does not vanish W- 

Two particular cases should be noted: 

p' 
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When the differential equations (2) are linear, then 

<^and are known functions of x,y; the first two equat 

tions in (22) are not coupled with the last two equations 

and thus the first two equations determine two families 

of bharacteristic curves, C and C , independent of the 

solution. 

When the differential equations are reducible, i,e., 

% r ^2 s 0, and A^,...,D2 depend on u,v only, the situa¬ 

tion is similar. Then and are known functions of 

u and v and the last two equations of (22) are independ¬ 

ent of x and y, (The same, incidentally, remains true 

even if E]_ and E2 do not vanish but depend on u and v only.) 

For reducible equations, the characteristic curves (""* 

in the (u,v)-plane, the images of the characteristics C 

in the (x,y)-plane, are independent of the special solu¬ 

tion u(x,y), v(x,y) considered. They are characterized 

by the last two differential equations of (22) which can 

be written: 

C: T du/dv - S - a C. 
(23) * T+ 

J_: T du/dv = S - a , 

While equations (22) form a complete system, it may 

be mentioned that another relation can be derived x^hich is 

particularly useful when referred to the characteristics 
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F^and !~^ in the u,v-plane; it combines the last two equa¬ 

tions of (22) just as (10) combines the first two equations. 

By eliminating A-^, from the last two equations of (8) 

one obtains 

(2k) 

Alu<r + Clv<r + 

B
lu(r + Dlv<r + Eiy<r 

A2ur + C2vr + E2X<r 

B2u<r + D2V<P + E2y<r 

0. 

This equation is analogous with (8), And 

(AjBg - A2Bl)u2 + [(AlD2 - A^) + (C^ - 02BL)]uirv|r 

+ (C^ - C2D1)V2 (A1E2 - A2E1)i^py<r + (O^ - C^)’ 
(25) 

+ (%B2 - E2B1)u(rx<r + (EXD2 - E2D1)v(rx<r + 

(E1E2 " WW = °‘ 

We ass me that of the coefficients [AB] = T, H + [CB], 

[CDJ of u£, UpV , and v? in (25) not all are zero, in par- 

ticular, that 

(26) T = [AB] 0; 

the latter condition can always be satisfied, if necessary 

by introducing new functions instead of u and v. 

In the case of reducibility equation (25) becomes a 

simple quadratic differential equation for the ratio u^rv^. 

(27) [AB] + 

vr 
which can be used, in place of (23) to determine the two 
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families of f^dharacteristies. 

Example: Consider Euler’s equations in the case of one¬ 

dimensional isentropic flow for the conservation 

of mass 

(E.l) Lx - 
+ uf*x. +^x * 0 

and for the conservation of momentum 

(E.2) L2 = + uux) + = 0 

where density, c = sound speed, and u is the 

velocity [3l 

Ii ~ + Lg ~ 0, 

(E,3) L = Xpt + Aupx + ^1^35. 4 ^(u^ »(u^. + uux) 

and 

cy>x = 0, 

ut + (u + Xp)ux 4 4 (Xu + c
2/^>yx = 0. 

(This corresponds to (3) in derivation.) 

So 

(E.l*) vv= u + Y = + c2//j 
(see Q}:) in derivation). 

Simplifying: 

(E.fj) A2^5 - C^9 

X2 = C2/^£>2 

A "+o/p. 

and 

or 

Thus, 

(E.6) 

7 

V\ = £= u - c 
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so that 

(E.7) ^ = u + c and 

(see (l£) in derivation). Prom (E.lj.) and (E.£) 

the characteristic equations for u and p become 

(see (20) in derivation). Equations (E.7) ex¬ 

press the fact that the characteristic curves 

in the (x,t)-plane represent motions of possible 

disturbances (called "shock waves") whose velocity 

(E.9) d^dt = u +• c or d:x/dt = u - c 

differs from the particle velocity u by the sound 

velocity c. 

In this example the four characteristic equations: 

correspond to equations (22) in the foregoing 

derivation. 

Characteristic directions can be defined for systems 

rxo( - (u + c)t^ = 0 

Xn. - (u - c)ta = 0 
(E.10) ^ ' ' 

luf ffP = 0 

of more than two differential equations in the same way 
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as for systems of two differential equations. Again one 

seeks linear combinations of the differential equations 

\*hieh contain derivatives of all the unknovm functions in 

one direction. Such directions are called characteristic. 

A system of n equations for n functions of two variables 

leads to an algebraic equation of degree n for the char¬ 

acteristic directions at each point. If all are real and 

distinct, the system is called totally hyperbolic. 

A few special cases may be mentioned £3]: 

For the three equations governing one dimensional non- 

isentropic flow: 

fpt * upx + pu* =0 

(28) lp^ut + uu^ + /o,„ s 0 

S4 

ts' ’ |°x 

>t + uSx = 0 

the three characteristic directions are characterised by 

(29) 

C+: dx/dt = u + c 

: dx/dt = u - c 

|co : dx/dt - u. 

The three characteristics through 

a point are evidently the paths 

C., G of the two "sound waves" 

and in addition the particle path 

c0. Figure 3 
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Initial value problems for such equations may, how¬ 

ever, be reduced to problems for a system of merely two 

functions by introducing the Lagrangian representation 

U (30) 

Ut = k2th ~ gsfi^th) 

in which k^ and gg are functions of t*, specific volume, 

and S(&).; and assuming that the entropy is a given func¬ 

tion of the Lagrangian parameter h [3.41. 
There are, however, problems for which the reduction 

to the case of two unknown functions is not possible; 

therefore a study of general hyperbolic systems of quasi- 

linear differential equations for n unknown functions 

u1,..,,un, n >2, is not only of theoretical interest, 

but also relevant for applications. 

Consider n differential equations 

(31) H = + 5^+ = 0, (i = l,...,n) 
J)y (j = 1,.., ,n) 

with coefficients A^, B^-J, c3 depending on XjyjU1,,., ,un. 

Note that summation symbols have been omitted; it is under¬ 

stood throughout this paper that in terms where an index 

is repeated summation should be carried out with respect 

to that index. 

Again, as in the previous case, start with a specific 

solution u-*-,...,un and ask for curves C: x(<T), y(<r), 
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such that a linear combination AjLi of the differential 

equations can be foiled in which differentiations occur 

only with respect to the curve parameter «*: 

(32) 5 TOuJ. + R = 0. 

Exactly as before, a necessary and sufficient condition 

for the existence of such a "characteristic direction" 

is the compatibility of the following homogeneous linear 

equations for Aj_: 

“ BiJx^) = 0 

4 C^-x^J =0 (j = 1, •.. ,n) 

A^B^u^ + Giy^) = 0. 

This condition corresponds to the vanishing of all the 

nth order determinants of the matrix yielding in the first 

place the determinant equation 

(34) lAi37r - = 0, 

that is, an algebraic equation of the nth degree for the 

quotient 

(35>) £= dy/dx = Jr/x^, 

Assume that there are n distict real roots *,*,<Jn* 

Then the system is called totally hyperbolic. Then there 

exists n families of characteristics satisfying the 

ordinary differential equation 

(36) dy/dx = 
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each family covering the domain of the (x,y)-plane under 

consideration. As previously, set the determinant of any 

n, except the first n, equations (33) equal to zero. Thus, 

the original differential equations combine to linear 

combinations of the form 

(37) M^du^ + N*>dy = 0 on C}, J = l,...,n, 
in which d indicates differentiation along and where 

the coefficients and are known functions of x,y,u^ 

with a nonvanishing determinant \M^|. Together with (34) 

these equations (37) constitute the characteristic equa¬ 

tions for the original differential equations. 

For n > 2 these equations can no longer be interpreted 

as a system of canonical partial differential equations, 

since the n characteristics imply n parameters, while here 

are only two independent variables. 

Nevertheless, the characteristic form (34) and (37) 

of the equations (31) lends itself to a theoretical treat¬ 

ment which at the same time suggests various numerical 

procedures by finite difference methods. 

The result is existence and uniqueness of the solution 

of the initial value problem £6,10.12,243 J likextfise, the 

theory immediately yields a domain of dependence, for a 
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point P in the plane, in form of the largest segment on 

the initial curve I intercepted by characteristics drawn 

backwards from P, 

Let’s first assume that the original system is linear, 

i.e., that the coefficients depend on x and y only. Then 

the n families of characteristics are fixed curves in the 

(x,y)-plane given by the ordinary differential equations 

(36), Envisage the initial-value problem: given a curve I, 

nowhere characteristic, with prescribed initial values of 

u3, find a solution at all points P with coordinates x,y 

in a suitably small domain R adjacent to I, The domain is 

assumed to be such that the n characteristics through a 

point P intersects I in distinct points ^ and have differ¬ 

ent directions at P* Then the equations (37) can be writ¬ 

ten, after integration by parts, in the form 

(UO) M^uJ | = - fP hi dy + MiJuj I + f u^ dMij* 
P J P. ‘P, JP, 

in which the integration; is extended over the arc Pp? of 

C^, These relations suggest an iteration scheme: Insert 

on the right-hand side, for uj, an arbitrary first approxi¬ 

mation u| satisfying the initial conditions, Nov; identi- 
# • 

fying uJ on the left-side with the next approximation u^ 

a system of n linear equations for these values at P is 
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obtained, The determinant of the system is assumed to be 

bounded away from zero. The resulting values u*| as func¬ 

tions of x,y are now used on the right-hand side again to 

produce expressions for the next approximations, and so on. 

Convergence of the procedure to a solution u^ of the origi¬ 

nal system, as well as uniqueness, is not difficult to 

prove. At the same time the domain of dependence of P is 

seen to be the segment I cut out by the txro outer charac¬ 

teristics. 

In the general case of a nonlinear system (31) vari¬ 

ous plausible procedures of iterations by linear processes 

present themselves. In the first place, one could start 

out with the first approximation u|, substitute these 

values in the coefficients of the differential equations, 

and thus obtain a linear system. By the method given above 

this system will produce as solution a second approxima¬ 

tion u*j[; iterating this procedure one obtains, as can be 

proved, convergence to the desired solution in a suitably 

small domain [ipJ • 

Another method would be to use (31) directly, talcing 

into account that with each step the characteristics are 

to be modified 



DIFFERENCES ALONG A CURVILINEAR NET 

Let us consider the general quasi-linear system of 

first order partial differential equations in two inde¬ 

pendent variables 

(1) A^u1 + B^u1 = C3, j = 1, *., ,n, 
2C y 

vzhere A^-^, and CP are functions of the n + 2 vari¬ 

ables (x,y,u^(x,y)). If the system is hyperbolic, n dis¬ 

tinct linear combinations of the equations((l) may be 

formed to produce an equivalent system of equations in 

the normal form 

(4D a^tiji + c^uj) = bJ, j = l,...,n, 

inhere a^-3, cO, b^ are functions of (x,y,u^), assuming that 

the direction y = constant is not characteristic. 

Observe that in each equation of the normal form Up.) 

the variables u^- are differentiated in a common direction, 

that is 

(42) du^/dy = u^; + cJu^, 

along a curve x = x(y) for which 

(i{.3) dx/dy = cJ (the jth characteristic direction). 

It is the direct replacement of the derivative along char¬ 

acteristics that forms the basis of the first finite dif¬ 

ference method, that is 

(44) ai*^dui - bJdy =0, j = l,...,n. 
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Equatlons (44) and (i|-3) constitute the 6haracteristic 

system for the original differential equations (l). 

Consider the initial-value problem for the equations 

(I}.1) under the hypothesis that there exists a vector func¬ 

tion 

such that along the initial curve, IQ, given by y = yQ(x), 

Let yQ £ G
n. Furthermore, in some neighborhood of the 

initial curve suppose that the first derivatives of g 

satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition, e.g., 

g = g^-Ujy) 

a X ** h, 

U 
O 

In addition, assume that, for (x,y) in R-j, 
Y) 1 *** 

1° | u - g | a Z. lu1 - g11 < K * 
c»i 

2°￼ 

3° max | duVdy l £ M2 max Ibjj, where we define 

4° the first derivatives of a-^, c^, and b^ satisfy 

a Lipschitz condition with respect to the 

n + 2 variables (x,y,u*(x,y)). 
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ill so we assume that we have a one-parameter family of 

curves y a y (x) which cover R^ smoothly and which 

are not characteristic at any pointj i.e., the curves are 

”spacelike11, which implies that \y^(x)| < » In addi¬ 

tion, we assume ly^(x)| - for all x and 1*. It has been 

proved that in a, perhaps smaller, neighborhood R there 

exists a unique solution u which satisfies the initial 

conditions and such that its first derivatives actually 

satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition [6A.Q12]. 

Let us proceed to the following procedure for com¬ 

puting the solution of the initial value problem for (Ip.). 

Begin by selecting a mesh width h and pick net points on 

I which are very nearly h units apart, as shown below. 

Figure 1}. 
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Plck net points on lp, ^ = 1,2,.,. which on each curve 

are very nearly h units apart. The order of the distance 

between I) and I^+/ is chosen sufficiently small so that 

if P is a net point on 1^, and Q is its nearest net point 

on 1^, then the line segments drawn backwards through P 

with the slopes dx/dj - c3 intersect &t points which 

lie between Q, and its nearest neighboring net points Q* 

and QM on . Hence, the distance between Ij and I^+, is 

0(h), 

In (I4J4.) replace the derivatives In the characteristic 

directions by differences. Let w^-(Q) represent the solu¬ 

tion to the difference equation (45)» which we assume 

has been computed at the net points on IQ,1^,...,Ij, 

Then w-^-(P) may be computed by means of the following equa¬ 

tion 

(45) a13 (Q,w1 (Q)) f y.1 lF.tI.jflLSji j = b;}(Q,wi(Q)), 

the point of intersection of the straight line through P 

with slope dx/dy = cO(Q,wi(Q)) and either the straight 

line segment joining Q to Q’ or the one joining Q, to Qn, 

In the following discussion let us assume that Qj lies 
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between and and that In vector form 

(4-6) Qj = Q -V Aj(Q,1 - Q). 

The functions w^- (Q-j) are defined by linear interpolation 

with the same constant Aj, in the form 

(47) f(Qj) = f(Q) + ^31^(0.*) - 

Note that \* is a function of the solution w^-(Q), the 
3 

• # 

characteristic directions c** (Q,wx(Q) ), and the geometry 

of the curves 1^. 

The computation of w(P) can be effected if |w - g| < K. 

The purpose of this present paper is to show that in a 

region D, independent of h and perhaps smaller than R, 

the functions *J(Q) can be defined and will differ from 

the solution u(Q) of the original differential equation 

(1|1) by a quantity of order h. 

For the solution u of (44) * observe that 

(i|£) aiJ*(Q,u(Q)) [ 
ui(P) - u1^ 

^ 7: 
iij = b3(Q,u (Q)) + 0(h), 

where Q*“ = Q -f A. (Q»u(Q)) TQ
1 - ol. Use has been made of 

J 3 L J 

the fact that the first derivative of u satisfies a Lip- 

schitz condition. Now, since Aj(Q,u(Q)) satisfies a Lip- 

schitz condition with respect to its last variables, u(Q), 
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(49) u1 (Q.,) - uMqj) = 0(|q. - q||) 

— o(|Aj(Q,VJ(Q) ) — Aj(q»n(Q))I * \q* — Q|) 

= 0(|w(Q) - u(Q)l*lQ! - Q|) 

= 0(hv(Q)) 

holds, where 

(^0) V = W - U", 

and the function u* is defined by 

(5D 
u";:"(Q) = u(Q), 

ux*(C^c) = (1 - A)ti(Q) + Au 

(for Q a net point), 

(Q’) 

when 

(92) \ = (1 - A)Q + AQ» for 0 * A - 1. 

Since u is boundedly differentiable, U'"'(QJ) - u(Q.) = O(h^) J J 
The next step is to estimate the srror function v. 

If in (4.8) u(Qp is replaced by its value as given in (49), 

i.e., 

9 

uMof ) = ^(Qj) + 0(hv(Q)) = u1*^) + 0(h2) + 0(hv(Q)) > 

the following equation is obtained: 

MD - 
(53) 

[■^(P) - u^HQ.)] 
= b^(Q,u(Q)) 

+ 0(h + v(Q)) • 

Consider the ratio Ay^/ay^". If Qj and Qw^ fall on the same 

segment, as shown in Figure 9, then 
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(5M - 1 +0 (hv(Q)). 

"3 
,45- 

If and Qj fall on adjacent segments, as in Figure 6, 

the bounded curvature of the curve 1^ implies 

(55) ay3 - i + O(V(Q) +■ h)» 
AyJ 

Therefore, equation (3>3) may be written as 

(56) aU(Q,UU)) 
rui(p) - 

i '][ 

= b^(Q,u(Q)) + 0(h +■ v(Q)). 

Then, since 

u^-CP) - u^*' (Qj) du* &T - 0(1), 

AJj " dy £yj 

1 + 0(v(Q)) + h) 1 

(57) 
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the left side of (56) becomes 

(58) a^tQ^Q)) |"U- H—iSilj + 0{v(Q) + h)j s 

(Q, i(Q,u(Q)) 4 0(v(Q) + h). 

Thus, we have 

(59) a i^(Q,u(Q)) ~ b^(Q,u(Q)) +0(v(Q)+h), 
l .**3 J 

Nov;, we use the following relationship 

(60) a^tQjulQ)) - ai3(Q,w(Q.)) = 0(|u(Q) - w(Q)|) = 0(v(Q)) 

along with (57) to rearrange the left side of equation (59 )i 

(61) a34(Q,n(Q)) l*"1^ - u1"tQj) [ _ a13(<jw(Q)) . 

L *y3 J 
j^P)^_»^C^j+jal3U(U(Q)) _ al3(ftjW(Q)) . 

[Ul(F)A7jla(Ql)] = al3(®’w(a,) 
u*(P) - uift(Qi) ii 

+-0'(v(Q)) 

provided that |w(Q) - g(Q)\ < K, Subtract (59) from (lj.5) 

and make use of (6l)l 
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(62) &ii(Q,w(Q)) w^P) - -w^(Qj) u^P) - u3-"(Qj) 

1- 

Jb^(Q,w(Q)) - b*)(Q,u(Q))J + 0(v(Q) + h). 

Thus, 

(63) a1i(Q,wU))[Tl<P)' ~ -1---"3 - 
l 

= 0(v(Q) + h), 

as 

(61{.) b^(Q,w(Q)) - b*j(Q,u(Q)) = 0(\(Q.) - u(Q)\) = 0(v(Q)). 

Now, we make use of the assumption 

Mg. 

As = 0(h), then 

(65) lvfr,l - |vj| + BM^IIh +■ M2Ch2 

as v(Qj) =otv(Q>) + (1 - <*)v(Q) and K(«j)| * IhJU ■ 

This implies that 

(66) l|v || ^ jl + 0(h)]||v || + 0(h2). 

So 

(67) | - (3 +■ Dh) |v^|+Eh2. 

Accordingly, 

^lvol= °> 

(68) < 
lvl|i a2, 

|v|j* ((1 + Dh) + l)Bh2, 

lvj-1* ((1 + Dh) + + 1 )Eh2 = f Eh2 
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So Iv^l < fa Eh2, And 

(69) |v*| < | «(l + Dh)°h. 

Let 0 - y^ - Y. Then, Jay - I or h = Ay - Y/J . Hence, 

(l + Dh)^ - (l + DY/) - eD^V Therefore, 

(70) lvi|<|eD5ii, 

which is convergent as h —■* 0. 

Consequently, 

(71) |v*|*Fh, 

in a region about the initial curve such that |w - g| < K. 

It must be shorn that for a fixed region D contained in 

and R, the inequality \v: - g| < K holds; i.e,, we must show 

that with h sufficiently small lw^ - 1 < IC for net points 

in D. We therefore seek a value Y independent of h, such 

that, for h sufficiently small and for 0 - 0 ~ Y/h, \w - g\ <* K, 

Assume Iwj - I < K for 0 -0 - q. Then we may apply (71) 

to obtain 

K + il4 ^ 
from which it follo\<rs that 

(72) |«^ti -u?w| = 

How given a positive number € < K 

< Fh. 

, the existence theorem 

states that there is a region about the initial line, 
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0 - y - Y^, which 

(73) lu, - g„| < K - 6. 

We now choose h < €/P and use (63) and (6I4.) to obtain 

(74) /wr gj< K - (HSK, 

Therefore, Y » Y^ defines a satisfactory fixed region* 

Therefore, we have shown that the solution w^(x,y) 

of the difference analogue (i}.5>) converges to the solution 

u^ (x,y) of the initial-value problem under the following 

thypotheses : 

1° There exists a vector function gi(x,y) such that 

along the initial curve, IQ: y - yD(x), a - x - b, 

where y0 possesses continuous second derivatives, 

■uMx^y^x)) - g^^y^x)). 

2° In some neighborhood R^ of the initial curve 

the first derivatives of g satisfy a uniform 

Lipschitz condition, 

3° lu - gl < K <eo, for (x,y) in R^. 

Ij.0 <. 

5° Max | duVdy | - Mp max 
1 i 

6° 

7° 

The first derivatives of a^-3, b3, c^ satisfy a 

Lipschitz condition with respect to x,y,u^(x,y). 

There exists a one-parameter family of curves 

I.: y = y^(x) which cover R-j smoothly and such 
T X» 1 
that |y* (x)| < Mo and |y"(x)| - MK, 
v X 



THE RECTANGULAR NET 

This finite difference scheme is based on a rectangu¬ 

lar lattice of points, f(xk ,yp )J, such that x^ = kAx, 

yp = pay, where ax = l/m, ra an integer, and Ay = TAX, r 

a positive constant. The initial curve has been assumed 

to be the segment y = 0, 0 * x < 1. 

The mesh may be refined by letting m increase, but 

r itfill be kept constant. The range r - l/M-^, where 

\c^ \ 4 Kj., will be permitted so that IreJ| < 1. 

The following notation shall be used: 

/" i 
TJ, = values of the solution of the difference 
k,p 

equations at the net points (xk.,yp) 

u^ = ^(x^y.p), values of the solution of the 

(75) differential equations 

Equations (ij.1) may be replaced by 

(76) or 

if C^p - 0, for j » l,,,.,n, 
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with 

(I- C*> Uk,0 = 4,0 for 

r. 
1 1 $ * • * 

fck «•* 0^ 

The equations (76) are linear equations for the unknowns 

Ujj, p + ^ in terms of known values on the line y s> jp - pay* 

Under the hypothesis that H0O(A“3-) - Mg, equations (76) 

may be solved in some restricted neighborhood of the ini¬ 

tial line if the values are sufficiently close to g, 

i.e., (u - g | 4 K. A decisive step in the reasoning is to 

show that in a suitably small neighborhood independent of 

h, | U - g | < K. 

It must be noted that as expected the characteristic 

directions determine the domain of dependence since 

the decision to use a forward or backward difference to 

replace the derivative with respect to x is based on 

whether C^. ^ is negative or positive. 

The next step is to show that the error 

v?" - uf - ui^ vk,p k,p “k,p 

will approach zero uniformly in some fixed region about 

the initial line as the mesh is refined. Consider the 

growth of the error as governed by (76) for the case that 

C}' > G: 
k,p 
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The difference equation is 

('77) |uk,p + 1 " Uk,p + rCiJp^Uk,p “ Uk - l,p^ 

: BiP 
and can be written as 

(78) Akfp j^k,p + 1 * ^ " rC4,p^k,p “^Plljp^k - 1, 

z*
7B

lP- 
Then the error equation can be expressed as 

l79) +1 =(i - * - i4,P 
+ 

rC
k,pAk^- l,p - lvk - l,pfRl£,p+ stcjP 

where 

(so 4>p = (1. p«4(Phi>p[4Js - 4?P. 1] + 

r0ic,pTk - l,p[Akfp - Akl l,p - l"l 

and 

(8l> siP = -4fp"k,P + i+ 11 - r<4,p)4fpuip + 

r8
fc,pAkfpuk - l,p* 

The motivation for the addition and subtraction of the 

auxiliary terms was the desire to define the norm 

(82) Ep + 1 = max 14Jpv£>p + 1 \ 
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as the measure of error. 

Prom (79) we obtain 

(83) h^pvk,p + ll “ (1 “ ^p^kjp -1 vk,pl + 

rCi}p| Ak^- l,p - lvk - l,pl + W,pl + Is!,p| * 

Now, the restriction |vCjj^p| < 1 if l^jCjp - g | < K implies 

w (1 - : 

is an average 

is one; hence 

(8$) max 1. 
1 

By (82) , the 

(86) E 
p + 

How, we will ; 

then 

(87) 14,p 

and 

(88) 
14, P 

l,p - lvk - l,p 

max IR,^ I 4- max \s4. _l 
j,k I k>pl T j,k » k’p» 

E + max | Rl I + max I L 
p j,k E,p j,k 1 k*pl 

“ Sksp I < K* 

I I 
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where tla© yS’s are non-negative constants. By (80), 

Ri,P =(1 - r0i£,p>viip[4?p - 43
P -1] + 

r0ic,pTk - l,p[43p " ^k3- l,p - lj 

and 

(89) R£P = <1 - ro|)p)vi>p[(Ai5p - ajUp) . (j£]p . 1 - 

4fP -1> + (4jP - 4
3p - 1>] +' 

- i;p[
(4fP - 43

P> - {43- l,p - 1 

- ak**- l,p - i) + (aj3p - ajj_ i,p . i)]. 

Howj using the Lipschitz condition satisfied by a-M and 

u3-, e.g.j 

(90) 143
P - °kJPI = lalj(xk>vfrk,PI> - ai3(xk>yp<kiP^l 

- - u*| = LjJv1! 

and 

(9D l4fp - 4JP - il = |ai0*(xk>v£4jP|> - 

a ^(^ksXp - 1*^4,p - 1^ ) | 

“ 3Tp «- l) ^uk,p “ 4,p - 1^1 

- L
2Uyl + L2|u

i(xv.»yp) - ^(x^yp ~ ±)\ 

* L2Uy| + B3|yp - yp _ -J 

= k2Uy| +■ l3 Uyl - LijWj|. 



where the j!>1 s are suitable constants. 

Now, 

(931
 ^KPI- f'^W,P - ivipl - pP- 

V 

Therefore, for |5 a suitable constant 

fel - + Ep +EP -1]- 

Now, let us consider 

" “Akfpuk,p + 1 vl ^Cjp^kfp^kjp + 

r4,p4>p1Ji: - I,P Ay®il,p* 

By adding and subtracting auxiliary terms we obtain 

s|#p = (A|jp - a^p) jp4,p - uJjP 4 X) 
+ 

rC
k,P

(uk - i,P - 4,P
J] + akfP[

(4,p - 

\,p 1-1^ r^,p ** ^p^k - l,p ~ uk,p^j 

+ 4Jprc4,Pt4 - i,P - 4,P>+ 
Ay<4,p - 4,Pi 
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Then, 

(9*> |sljPl - - 4fP| k,P. - uip + xl + 

4pl°k - I,P - uip\ + \4?P1 H,p - 

uk,p + l\ + r l4,p “ °i,pi | uk - X,p 

4,p|J + l4?PU<4,p|4 - i,p - 4,pi + 

*y|4>P - 4,p| + N,P|ay- 

Again, we make use of the fact that a^3, b^, c^, and u^ 

satisfy a Lipschitz condition and analogously as in (90) 

and (91), we can obtain similar relations such that 

(96) Kp| i lvil [L6“y + L7Ck,pAy + kjplL8Ay + 

v*]+ [l4?p| |k,p - 4.P +11 + 

r
4,P|K-i,p-4,p| +lbk,PW] 

- ^*^ySp + jS'^OQy)2*- 

Now, we return to the error expression (86) which 

,**# 

can be written as 

E 
p + 1 E 

(97) 

+ ^,nyBp + A Ep
2 + &SpEp . 1 + {!, ay2 

for p - 0 

E0 = 0 = E_x- 
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Por a sufficiently large constant Y > 0, 

(98) 

E 
+ 1 “ Ep + 2^AJ + Ep^2Ay + Sp + - 1} 

for p - 0 
% < Ay 

E =0. 
-1 

Let us set <ay + Ep = Pp, then 

(99) Ay+Ep+1^Ay+Ep + ^(iNy+Ep)(ziy+Ep + 

Ay + Ep ^ x) 
and 

\ * i - pp +1 yp
P 
+ p

P. i> for p - o 

(100) < 2ay 

,P-1 * • 

If we define Hp as follows: 

(101) 

H
P + i 

= V H + 

Ho » 2ay, 

(
H-l = ay, 

then it is clear that Fp - Hp* Let us consider 

(102) 

Observe that 

Tp= 1 -^pay ’ for p ? 0. 

T. 
p + 1 2*y 2AY 

1 - 2Jflp + Day 1 -• 2$p&j 

and 



(103) Tp + 1-Tp   , 2£L— 
1 - 2 y(p + l)Ay 1 - 2tfpAy 

 2AY2AV  
[l - 2^(P + 1)A^[1 - 2JfpAyJ 

= Jfo^T- . T > ^ T (T + m 

Hence, by (101) 

(101}.) P_ - H < T , 
P p p 

Thus, if 

(10<?) pay < l/lj. y , 

then 

(106) P„ <   < W. 
P x 1 - 2tfpAy v ^ 

The range of p varies with Ay in such a way that in a 

fixed region about the initial curve, 

Ay + Ep = Pp < ij.Ay 

or 

(107) Ep < 3Ay. 

How, vie must show that for a fixed region D contained 

in and R the error equation holds; i.e., we must show 

that for Ay sufficiently small 

k, p " Sk,pl < ^ for ne^ points in D, 

We wish to find a Y independent of Ay 3 for Ay sufficiently 

small and for 0 - p £ Y/ny, jl^p - 8k,p 1 ^ K* Prom (l0£) 



we must restrict Y 3 

Y < 1/ijX 

By induction on p, we shall find such a Y. Assume 

Wk,p - Sit,p| ^ K 

for 0 £ p £ q, Then hy (107) 

lEq+ ll<3AY 

from which it follows that 

(108> k,|+ 1 - ukl? + ll<Ll Eq + l41 3^ 
(L-^ given in (90)). 

Then, given 0 < € < K, the existence theorem states that 

there is a region about the initial line, 0 - y £ Y-j_, in 

which 

(109) luk,]^ “ Sij,g I ^ K -» € „ 

So choose Ziy - ^/3and 

(110> 4 1 - ek,| + 1I<K- ^ + mWiH = K- 

Therefore, 

(ill) Y s min (lAJT ,Y^_) defines a region of convergence 

for this difference method. 

Oourant, Isaacson, and Rees £*5> j point out that this 

proof of convergence applies almost without change to 

mixed initial and boundary value problems for the system (I4Y), 

Jj, Douglas, Jr, [7] has written a paper discussing 

the non-linear first-order differential equation of the 



form. 

Tlt = g(u) Ux 

in which he demonstrates the convergence of the method 

of Courant, Isaacson, and Rees for a class of initial 

value problems with discontinuous solutions. A, Douglis 

[8,9j has also successfully treated this problem by 

another method* 
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